
Why the targeted 
SMS marketing campaign 
is a cannabis retailer's 
biggest revenue driver



Happy Cabbage
Analytics
Happy Cabbage Analytics is a data analytics company 

focused on empowering cannabis retailers to make 

data-driven decisions using their own first-party data. 

Our solutions help our customers with Marketing 

Execution, Business Health Optimization, and Data 

Management Strategy. 

Customer Engagements 
driven in 2020

Average return on investment 
for HCA clients

7 Day assisted revenue 
generated in 2020

WHO WE ARE

5.1 M

30x

$15.7 M



COMMUNICATION

Over sixty percent of smartphone users 
unlock their phones immediately after 
waking up, and nearly 80% in the first 15 
minutes of their day. 

• SMS messages feature a 98% open rate
• They can be accessed from anywhere a 

phone can go
• They produce clear metrics;
• Message delivery is instantaneous and 

direct

Why SMS?



Lost Customers

A lost customer... 

• Follows your brand.

• Saw the value in your product, prices, or 
overall mission.

• Made a purchase, perhaps more than 
once.

• May no longer see value in your product or 
service

• SMS campaigns help dispensaries get 
these customers back to the store.

TARGET



PITCH DECKSMS BEST PRACTICES

34%
The average percentage 

of lost customers who 
make repeat purchases 

after receiving a targeted 
SMS campaign

30x
The ROI dispensaries and 
retailers earn, on average: 

$30 for every $1 they 
spend on a marketing 

campaign. 

$6.00
Average ROI per 

customer reached after a 
90 day period

Financial Snapshot: SMS Marketing

Source: Happy Cabbage SMS campaign results for period June 19, 2020 - September 17, 2020.



PITCH DECKSMS BEST PRACTICES

30%
We hope you’re enjoying 
your Khan vaporizer. This 
week we’re offering 20% off 
on cartridges!

19%
How was the flower you 
ordered last week? Let us 
know and we’ll enter you into 
our monthly product 
giveaway! 

10%
Thanks for your purchase!

Targeted Messaging 

Successful SMS marketing isn’t as simple as 
texting everyone at the same time. 

• Dispensaries must  consider targeting 
customer demographics for campaigns. 

• Using POS data, dispensaries can personalize 
SMS campaigns to customer preferences. 

• This messaging format produces better 
marketing results.



PITCH DECKSMS BEST PRACTICES

Product Category 
and Brand

Based on products and brands 
they like to buy, with historical 

brand affinity. 

$3.58

Product Category

Based on products they like 
to buy, i.e. flower versus 

edibles

$1.33

Text Everyone

Not targeted, sent to many 
contacts with little to no 

targeting

$1.16

Machine Learning 
Generated

Segments generated based on 
algorithmic identification of 

products, brands, order 
frequency, and more

$3.73

SMS Campaigns | 24 Hours, $ per customer reached

Source: Happy Cabbage SMS campaign results for period July 11, 2020 - October 7, 2020.



Where to source robust 
reporting?
Evaluate POS data as a 
first-party source

START WITH THE HARD DATA
1

Advanced Segmentation
How to filter your data to find the best customers to engage. 

What customer patterns are 

there? What products do 

customers prefer? How often 

are they ordering?

CONNECT THE DOTS
2

After sending a campaign, 

measure how segments 

respond

ANALYZE AND ITERATE
3

*Things to consider: geofencing. 



PITCH DECKSMS BEST PRACTICES

Product Category

Based on products they like 
to buy, i.e. flower versus 

edibles

Ordering Behavior

Based on buying patterns i.e. 
order frequency, ticket sizes, 

etc.

Brand Category

Based on brands they like to 
buy, with historical brand 

affinity. 

Advanced Targeting

Based on combinations of 
brand, product affinities, 

ordering patterns, and more.

Customer Segment Ideas for SMS Targeting



PITCH DECKGROWTH CONFERENCEPITCH DECKSMS BEST PRACTICES

Stop Analyzing, 
Start Growing.
Happy Cabbage Analytics is an integrated data, insights, and 

marketing platform designed to help cannabis retailers and 

brands target lost customers and automate informed business 

decisions from their first party data. 

The platform algorithmically sorts retailer data to understand 

customer preferences and behaviors, enabling businesses to 

deliver hyper-targeted marketing campaigns while optimizing 

sales and performance. 

Get in touch and schedule a demo today. 

insights@happycabbage.io

Schedule Demo

https://bit.ly/31vfYZh



